long pauses

make something pretty, something beautiful
that hurts.1
trying to gather all material of a study, a
project i undertook in baku, azerbaijan in late
2015. trying to gather the material as to not
only make sense of it for myself but in order to
present it so that it may make sense to others.
trying to gather all material of a study which
should take me years to fully work on.
my ears on edge.
in a surrounding of unknown language and yet the
recognition of words i know from elsewhere. bits
of understanding and new phrases. and nevertheless
the feeling of emptiness in language and
understanding when mumbling in broken tongues.
empty empty i am staying. i have nothing to do. –
boş boşna durumuşam.
everything carries the sound, like in an old
amphitheatre.
first idea. to make it whisper. whisper
away the officialism. and whisper away the
individuality. make it blank.
having worked on my project ‘long pauses’ for
one month in baku in november/december 2015, i
essentially focused on the question of sound
and sound gaps as an ideological grid of the
city. i had decided to not just sketch the
city’s soundscape through field recordings or
through mapping, but to tackle the question
of the interrelation of sound and ideology in
this chosen site. to search for the structure
laying underneath, a structure which, from
my understanding of the vehemence of audible
influence, affects every aspect of daily life.
a project as site-specific as it touches the
general. influenced by visual information and
accustomed to such, we tend to forget the
importance of being audible and the impact of the
sonic.

more and more studies deal with the harm of
sonic overload, mainly concerning traffic or
construction site disturbance. architecture has
been researched regarding mental and physical well
being, the distribution of public and private
spaces in relation to work, health, prosperity,
etc.
‘long pauses’ looked into aspects of daily
auditory effects in our thinking and doing
concerning the socio-political in which and which
we are.
thinking about pauses. an analysis long ago
of the second movement of franz schubert’s
string quintet in c major – pauses not as
no sound or silence or absence or breaks.
pauses as much part of the music, part of a
structure, of a pattern, or an own structure
or pattern itself, a rhythm, a grid.
when looking into pauses i kept asking myself:
what does a pause stand for?
i hear a pause never as absence. maybe a moment of
breath, a voice unspoken, or thoughts.
pauses both as important sounds in any
composition, as important elements in every
architectural structure. important also when
researching a city’s sonic meta-structure.
a pause like the silence with the woman cleaning
the toilets in the mall.
a pause like the moment when everyone in the bus
leans against each other, when the bus goes into
a turn or an insane break or drives up this steep
twist on route 37.
a pause like the face which appears behind the
make-up.
a pause like a ride in a taxi, with no language
really to communicate but the conversation still
keeps going.
it is not about silence, neither in terms of
acoustics nor anything, but those moments when
escaping and indulging in daily life. those

junctions that make you aware.
how to notate a pause? where does it belong in the
structural grid?
last night in the apartment, when i could
hear my neighbors’ tv and talking, thinking
that, when we always hear them that it
is another kind of, another feeling of
surveillance. if i can hear them, they can
hear me.
this strangeness in living together in a 		
city. we often hear more than we see.
‘long pauses’ as an introduction. a process.
i am interested in societal structures, therefore
asking myself how do different districts sound?
what distinguishes the center from the periphery?
sound recordings from the outskirts which are not
audible in the center… but still, what combines
them, or differentiates them? how to make those
sounds visible? partiture as a means of sound
maps going beyond. and yet, to run up against the
limits of your own map making.
meta-translation.
so i am working on structures and grates.
i am thinking of pamphlets, scattered on a crowded
square after distribution.
leaflets as maps. and like maps empty of people.
in my recordings people can be heard. though often
not clearly, more like an echo without a source.
walking the city’s streets, it is then the roses
that draw my attention. roses, so ambiguous and
omnipresent. expensive and symbolic.
i wonder if there can ever be a symbol as a real
mirror of society.
buying those rose scarves yesterday
pinpointed another discrepancy. the world
of the protected, privileged, rich, the one
of possibilities, favors, chances. the warm
wrapped, good smelling small paradise –
undoubtedly also full of horrors though not

brought upon by social division. not blood
and honey. no, roses and oil.
all over the grates which are drawn by broken
pieces. of glass, of rubble, of whatever
cuts and leaves scares. like trying to keep
your house warm and insulating without any
working gloves.
the fear surrounding me. which makes me both
angry and paralyzed.
long pauses. roses which do not know fear.
roses drowned in oil, scratched hands, torn
open by thorns. beauty that lingers. like a
cloth that covers the division.

while i ask myself about how the city is located,
i turn from the general question to the particula.
in which shapes are cities built? now, more
importantly, in which shape is baku built? city of
wind. in terraces on the hill. always wind from
the sea, freeing the city from dust and smog. i
remember one account that baku turns its back on
the sea – interesting thought. i also remember
walking the boulevard and thinking of avraamov’s
‘symphony of factory sirens,’ performed involving
the caspian port in baku in 1922.
and it is my walk on the seaside thinking of
avraamov that makes me realize that i don’t want
to note down the city just yet.
audible wind. mostly the only thing audible.

BUT FOR THE SCENT WHAT DISTINGUISHES THE ROSE FROM
THE THORN
where did those words come from? the discrepancy
of rose and thorn. the unity of both.
the moment i started noticing the roses, they
seem to be everywhere. suddenly a pattern, a
structure in its diversity. natural or plastic. in
literature or as pattern. something so overloaded
in meaning and interpretation that it is the first
answer to the questions on site.
i yearn to leave the three dimensionality aside.
so i gather, next to the audio recordings, images.
trying to phrase a sound grid with them. with
thoughts on a time/space axis leaving room for
notations within.
when exchanging your own fears with those
of others (be it tv or collective fears).
generating a bigger threat than to face
one’s own ‘demons’ is the opposition of any
attempt of universality. the bigger fear,
though when imagined of unspeakable terror,
is nothing but a placeholder for one’s own
loss of control – or not even loss since the
control had never been granted in the first
place.

all text in italics are out of my ‘long pauses’ onsite-project notebook.
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During my stay in Baku the following books and texts
– as well as visual material from diverse libraries on
site – accompanied my project:
Roland Barthes Listening. in: The Responsibility of
Forms. Hill and Wang. New York 1985. pp 245-260.
Elias Canetti Die Fackel im Ohr. Fischer. Frankfurt am
Main. 1982/2015.
Mladen Dolar A Voice and Nothing More. MIT Press. 		
Cambridge/London. 2006.
Miwon Kwon One Place after Another: Notes on Site 		
Specificity. in: October, Vol. 80. (Spring, 		
1997). pp. 85-110.
Miwon Kwon Unhinging of Site Specificity. in: One 		
Place after Another. Site-specific Art 			
and Locational Identity. MIT Press. Cambridge/		
London. 2002/2004. pp. 36-55.
Slavoj Žižek (ed.) Mapping Ideology. Verso Books. 		
London/New York. 1994/2012.

The publication ‘long pauses’ is based on an onsite-study concerning sound and ideology conducted
in Baku, Azerbaijan from mid November to mid
December 2015. Inquiring how sound creates a
city’s meta-structure I experimented with the
possibilities of noting down ideology of/through
sound and drafting sound notations relating to
the city. The process included sound recording
on site, sketching and analyzing inasmuch as
I intended on transforming the audible into
something like a meta-translation.
A first version of the project was presented
as an installation-in-process at the Landmark
Lower Rotunda Hall in Baku in December 2015. In
the publication at hand I present a sound-grid,
forming something like a score or an edition of
manuscript paper for noting down ideology of/
through sound in Baku.
I would like to thank everybody, who encouraged my
project, and especially the Austrian Embassy in
Baku for the invitation and the generous financial
support, which made my stay and project in Baku
and also this publication possible.
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